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Abstract
Fukashima's Neocognitron [1980] and its practical alternation called convolution neural
networks - CNN [late 1980s - early 1990s] were derived from modeling biological visual signals
passing from eye retina to lateral geniculate Nucleus (LGN) and to primary visual cortex (V1).
The seminar will review the history of Neocognitron and CNN as well as how they model
biological neural system. Components and structures of the CNN in several successful cases will
be used to demonstrate its powerful applications. Though each NN/CNN itself is a self-contained
organism, it requires proper guidance in order to perform an optimal intelligent task. One must
analyze input data characteristics in terms of correlation, isotropy, distribution, feature and
texture for effective arrangement of input layer, design of output, and training strategy. Several
I/O models and applications will be discussed: (I<-image; O->category, O->caption, or O>image), (I<-correlated data sequence; O->category or O->Prediction). NN/CNN based
ensemble method and composing approach such as statistics based model are also commonly
used in today's AI R&D.
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